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A LITTLE BIT ABOUT US
The Empire Bodyshop is home to Logan's

The Empire Bodyshop coaching team is

leading Strength + Conditioning Coaches +

comprised of highly qualified +

a vibe that would have to be experienced

experienced strength + sports conditioning,

to be believed.

mobility + nutritional medicine specialists.

Empire is a family owned + operated

The right advice is only ever one question

Facility, focused on accessible Health,

away!

Fitness +Well-being solutions for the whole
family.

The Empire Bodyshop Culture is simple:
One In All In - this means that Humans are

The Empire Bodyshop was established in

respected, heard + supported through

2016 as a mobile service, moving into a

every aspect of their journey.

humble private studio in 2017.
We do not tolerate judgement, ego-lifting,
Growing every year since, Empire is now

'stank eyes' or disrespectful behaviour

entering the 24/7 Gym world - creating a

toward our Coaches + Crew.

Community-focused Facility unparalleled
in the Industry.

Kindness + Respect are fundamental to
daily life at Empire.

WHAT

WE

DO

WE DO EVERYTHING VERY DIFFERENTLY
When it comes to our Crew, The Empire
Coaching Team leave no stone unturned.
Over the last 6 years, we have cultivated
relationships with industry-leading

SPECIAL EMPIRE PROJECTS:

Ambassador 12 Week Scholarships
Ingenia Over 50s Lifestyle Village –
Weekly Mobility & Strength Training

specialists to ensure our crew have access

Free Community Bootcamps

to every resource they could possibly need

Private NRL & NBL Athlete Sports

on their journey.

Conditioning

Our Open Classes are run at a maximum
ratio of 1 Coach per 10 Crew to ensure
adequate instruction, supervision + safety is
provided to all levels of experience.

Private Coaching – Australian Ninja
Warrior Competition
Private Powerlifting + Strongman
Competition Preparation
Private Mobility & Injury Prevention

Follow the links to download our Booking

Support For NDIS Clients

App to find out more about our various

Voted Number 1 Personal Trainer (Lead

Classes.
Our Coaches are also available for 1 on 1
Personal Coaching which includes:

Coach) & Top 3 (Senior Coach) Best
Personal Trainers in Logan 2020
Private Short Film Productions:

Continuous Full Body Composition
Analyses
Photos, Measurements + Video
Progression evidence

The Lights Out Project V4.0

Private Google Drive Folder Access
Nutrition Homework + Weekly Support
Posture + Mobility Assessment
Exercise Programming & Progression
Private Empire Coaching Resources
After Hours Nutrition Support

#IAMYOU Project 2020

HOW CAN
WE HELP?
LOSE WEIGHT WITHOUT CRAZY
DIETS
We leave the Meal Plans to our Nutrition expert - but
that doesn't mean we can't get to work!
Just because a 1200 calorie diet will lose you 'weight
on the scales' - doesn't mean it should be done!
What we can teach you in just a few sessions will
change how you view your nutrition needs - forever!

REDUCE PAIN CAUSED BY
INJURIES
Anyone can train you to hurt, but a great Coach trains
you to heal.
With years of experience working closely with our
Physiotherapists, Chiropractors + Nutritional Medicine
Practitioners, we know that inflammation + pain can
be managed at any age.
You deserve to live comfortably, you just need to
believe it.

DEVISE A PLAN THAT
FOCUSES ON YOU!
We don't have cookie cutter Coaches - our Coaches are
Industry Veterans who not only have years of valuable
insight, they have the credentials to back it up.
Our Coaches are qualified Strength + Conditioning
Coaches who are passionate about their specialist
areas:
Powerlifting
Strongman
Bodybuilding
Boxing
Mobility + Injury
Disability
ZUU + Ankorr
Functional Movement

A PLACE WHERE YOU
WILL NEVER BE
ANOTHER NUMBER
AGAIN.
A HOME AWAY FROM HOME

HOW WE
DO IT
CAPPED CLASSES
Bodyweight – Calisthenics, Boxing, HIIT, Low
Impact and Mobility focused
Powerlifting and Strength Conditioning
Kids and Youth programming

1 ON 1 PERSONAL
COACHING
Body Composition Check-Ins (measurements,
macros and photo progress)
45 minute Training Sessions at varied rates
Pay by the Week options for Monthly 1 on 1
Coaching Sessions

COACH-LED PROGRAMS
4-8 Block Programming
Gym Floor Sessions (30 minute gym floor tutorials
to assist Members with regression, progression,
variation using pin-loaded or free weight
equipment)
Squad Sessions (small group training) upon
request

HIGH NEED CLIENT
SUPPORT
NDIS personal training is available via Empire’s
Lead Coach
High Need Member mentoring is available by
Empire’s Lead Coach

HOW WE
DO IT
MASTERCLASSES
2 hour sessions focused on enhancing knowledge
and skill in key functions extending from:
Nutrition and Meal Prep protocols,
to Personal Development, Mental Health,
Mobility + Calisthenics or even heavy weight
training

REFERRAL
PRACTITIONERS
If our immediate Coaching Team cannot answer
your health, injury or goal related query, we
certainly can refer you to the right Practitioner to
seek a solution.
The Empire Bodyshop has cultivated long-lasting
relationships with Industry-leading specialists
including:
Nutritional Medicine
Sports Dietitian
Physiotherapy
Chiropractic
Massage Therapy
Psychology
Life Coaching
Trauma Counselling
Chronic Pain Management
General Allied Health + many more!

THE JUNGLE DANCE STUDIO
Quite often run at the same time as Empire
classes, this partnership allows all families at
Empire to be as productive as possible.
While parents dance upstairs, kids may be able to
participate in a Next Gen class and visa versa, kids
who are dancing upstairs can have parents
training in the gym downstairs!
Win – win!
Contact The Jungle's Dance Guru Miss Phoenix to
find out more:
w ww.jungledancestudios.com

JOIN OUR
TRIBE
EMPIRE DOES NOT DO LOCK
IN CONTRACTS + NEITHER
SHOULD YOU!
The Empire Directors support the basic human
rights to choose how one spends their time,
money + energy + truthfully, they feel that lock
in contracts are inequitable + manipulative.
$25.00 Security Tag Setup Fee applies for each
family member who requires access.

WE'RE IN IT FOR THE
LONG-HAUL
We do however encourage new Members to
make a commitment to themselves for 3
months to work on their goals.
Your commitment will be reciprocated by our
Team!
We encourage Members to see past the here +
now + focus on improving every day. We feel 3
months is a reasonable time to commit + see
change.
In addition to individual membership
requirements – all family members must reside
at same residential address.

KIDS CAN TRAIN AT
EMPIRE TOO!
I
Children under 16 years of age, must have
coach supervision +instruction either 1 on 1 or
in class.
Opt out anytime.

JOIN OUR
TRIBE
WE HAVE EXTENDED
STAFFED HOURS SO YOU
CAN BE AS CASUAL AS YOU
LIKE!
Casual Access to Empire is during Staffed
Hours Only, access outside of these hours
would need to be granted by contacting the
Empire Directors.
All Casual Members be it Class or Gym based,
must sign in at Reception so that they
understand the Site Entry Conditions + in the
event of an Emergency, the Empire Coaching
Team are aware of who to evacuate.
Event Bookings outside of Empire’s usual
schedule need to be escalated to the Empire
Directors in all situations.

KIDS CAN TRAIN AT
EMPIRE TOO!
Children under 16 years of age, must have
coach supervision + instruction either 1 on 1 or
in class.

PROGRAMS
C O A C H

P R O G R A M M I N G

W I T H

S U P P O R T

PERSONAL
COACHING

SIGN

UP

ONLINE

ACCESS EMPIRE'S GYM
MASTER MEMBER

JUMP INTO OUR

PORTAL

CREW GROUPS:
24/7 GYM ACCESS ONLY:

TAP INTO EMPIRE'S
PLAYLISTS:
CLASSES + COACHING
GROUP:

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL
MEDIA FOR UPDATES:

ONE IN ALL IN

ENTRY TO SITE + PARKING
Traffic flow on-site at Empire will be strictly

Gates remain open 24 hours a day, 7 days a

ONE WAY to allow for smooth traffic flow

week so it is super important that any

coming in + exiting.

minis onsite are secured within the
confines of the building at all times to

It is imperative that this flow is maintained

prevent any wandering near traffic.

to ensure any Crew entering the site can do
so without the risk of being rear ended or

Please observe our on-site Speed Limit of

holding up traffic on the main road.

5KM (walking pace) - we have a
tremendous amount of pedestrian traffic

Please only use the driveway + car parks

including Minis so we want to keep

designated to us as our neighbours, despite

everyone safe!

being very obliging, we need to be
respectful of their business + customers.

Please do not park at any time in the
disabled car parking unless you possess a

Please lock your vehicle + take with you any
valuables, The Empire Bodyshop cannot
warrant any liability for damage or loss.

permit - don't be that guy!

LET'S TALK GYM
ETTIQUETTE
BARBELL COLLARS
Collars are not optional at Empire, if you are
concerned about how you can train safely, please ask
one of our Coaches.
Empire have deliberately purchased benches with
safety bars + squat racks with slings to improve your
training safety.

USE OF THE KID'S ROOM
If your minis are in the Kid's Room, it is the
responsibility of the parent to restore it back to the
condition it was found - absolutely no excuses.
No one wants their kid climbing over someone else's
rubbish so please take the same level of consideration
for others.

KID'S ONSITE

UN-RACKING WEIGHTS
If you rack weights on a machine, un-rack it.
Our Crew do not appreciate putting your
weights away just as much as you'd get sick of
putting theirs away to get your session in.

YES, WE USE CHALK!
Believe it or not, most gyms ban the use of
chalk. We trust that you will use it responsibly
+ minimise the amount of mess it makes as
other Crew may not appreciate gear being
caked in chalk as much as you do

DON'T BE AFRAID TO TRY
Ask questions - try something new! Don't
concern yourself with being an imposition!
Our Empire Veterans love watching our
Rookies learn something new - this is our Jam!

Minimum Age Requirements:
(a) All Members of The Empire Bodyshop must be a
minimum of 18 years of age to access without direct
Coach or Parent supervision.
(b) The Empire Bodyshop facilitates classes and one
on one personal coaching for youth as young as 5
years of age up to 16 years old in which adequate
supervision is provided by an appropriately qualified
Empire Coach.
(c) Youths from 16 years of age may utilise The Empire
Bodyshop facility with parental supervision upon
approval from The Empire Bodyshop's Lead Coach.
(d) Children from under 16 years of age are permitted
onsite under the direct supervision of parents during
staffed hours only.
All due care must be taken by parents to ensure their
safety onsite and must prevent any and all disturbance
to other facility users at all times.

FREQUENTLY USED
EMPIRE TERMS
GET A TOUCH!

MASTERCLASS

“Get a Touch” – basically a High Five, one of the
greatest ways we know how to celebrate a job
well done!

“Masterclasses are interactive workshops
facilitated by the various Empire Mentors usually
outside of “staffed hours” – some Masterclasses
may cover content such as:
Nutrition, Mental Health, Personal Development,
Technical Lifting Skills
or even something more specific upon request

RECRUIT / ROOKIE
A new Empire Crew / Member who is in their
first year of participation and service to the
Empire Culture

VETERAN
An Empire Crew Member or Member who has
survived a Summer in Empire 1.0’s tin shed or
has fulfilled the commitment of 1 full year (or
more) of participation and service to the Empire
Culture

STRENGTH TEST
The internal Powerlifting Competition run by
Empire for the purposes of providing an
opportunity for Crew to test their 1RM (1 Rep
Max) for Barbell Squat, Bench and Deadlifts.
All Testing Crew must have attended Technique
Classes or 1 on 1 Personal Coaching Sessions for
a minimum of 3 months prior to entering for
safety and competition rule experience
purposes

THE EMPIRE GAMES
Established in 2020, The Empire Games has now
become a fixture in the Empire event calendar.
Run mid-year, the Games are an ego-free test of
endurance, teamwork and willingness to think
outside the box.
In teams of 4, Empire Crew/ Members are put to
the test over 4 stages, with 4 events in each
stage, 1 event per Team Member.
With stages in Strength, Endurance, Agility and
Conditioning, The Empire Games is an all
inclusive event that encourages authentic
comradery and the making of historical
memories

EMPIRE CAPPED CLASSES
AA ratio of no more than 10 Members to 1 Coach
is always to be maintained for supervision and
safety purposes

TO THE WORLD
YOU ARE ONE
PERSON
BUT TO ONE
PERSON YOU
ARE THE WORLD

OUR CLASSES
MAXOUT MONDAY
At Empire we always kick our weeks off
with a Bang! Why? Because Monday sets
the tone for the rest of the week of course!
MaxOut is designed to Test one's "Gangster"
and push you in ways that'll make you so
proud! The truth about MaxOut is that the
programming, well, it's a Surprise!
We keep you on your toes and eliminate
the possibility of plateaus by implementing
multiple styles of exercise through various
programming strategies like EMOM,
AMRAP, Partner Sets, Rounds for Time and
Sports Conditioning (just to name a few!).
This class is suited from entry level all the

CROSS + BLOCK
Empire's twist on your typical boxing
sessions are always challenging but
epically rewarding!
Classes are programmed to improve
cardiovascular health and endurance, as
well as hand-eye coordination, reaction
timing and memory - vital life skills for a
long, strong and independent life.
Consisting of drills, rounds for time or even
Tabata style sets, you are bound to increase
that heart rate, learn new skills and
improve your endurance which translates
to all other modalities of training!

way up to advanced, Injuries are catered
for and no-one misses out on an Epic start
to their week!

NINJA
This well-revered class on Empire's

ANKORR
Be Ready to have everything You THINK
you know about body weight training,
turned on it's head!
ANKORR is Empire's primary conditioning
tool used to enhance all ZUU movements
but more importantly, break through what
you believe to be possible when it comes
to Low Impact, High Intensity Training.
A conditioning tool not only used by elite
athletes such as NRL, Soccer, Netball +
Volleyball, the ANKORR is best used as a
rehabilitation tool to improve injury
comfort in pressure reducing harness.
You may have seen TRX or bungee systems
in the past - ANKORR is nothing like it! It
has to be experienced to be believed.
Don't hold back!

schedule has a reputation for being one of
the most difficult - to the contrary,
Empire's Ninja Class is quite the opposite!
Ninja is designed to allow for a safe, selfpaced learning environment to encourage
you to think outside the square.
Primarily focused on bodyweight
movement, particularly push and pull
movements, this class is instrumental is
mastering the techniques behind pullups,
pushups, handstands, headstands, their
variations and other advanced calisthenics
movements most people (not our Empire
Crew!) only dream of executing!
This class requires courage and an open
mind to the possibilities of human
movement and will not be on your list of
things you regret doing!
Nnja is broken up into 2 classes;
Fundamentals which is our entry level class
+ Elite which is invitation only.

OUR CLASSES
STRENGTH

IRON PRIMAL

This class is structured using "Split

Much like a typical Primal Class,

Programming" techniques that are

meaningful bodyweight movement is the

achievable for all levels of training

core focus of this Class too - BUT - Now you

experience which allows for self-paced,

get to experience those movements in a

consistent progression through mostly

weights-based superset style, meaning -

weighted movements.

Strength Class meets Primal Class!

Classes can be programmed according to

This class is an amazing way to get the best

muscle-group isolations or the simple

of both worlds and experience a different

Push/Pull/Legs strategies designed for

way of strength-based training.

consistent strength progression and

Self-paced Compound Lifts using barbells,

muscle adaptation.

or your old-school gym buff isolation sets

Strength Class supplements Empire's other

are the go-tos for this class which promises

weight-based Classes like Technique 101,

to leave you feeling accomplished!

using unconventional variations of typical
strength exercises as well as your oldschool gym buff lifts!

TECHNIQUE 101

This class is a wonderful way to learn the
basics, improve form and perform

Empire's Technique 101 Class is a

weighted movements, safely and is best

prerequisite for any Crew who are

suited to beginners up to advanced and

participating in any biennial Empire

very valuable to Crew who have sustained

Strength Testing.

Injuries and require adaptions to their

Working on a monthly rotating roster, this

training regime.

Class teaches the fundamentals of
Compound Lifts Barbell Bench Press,
Barbell Squats and the infamous Deadlifts!

H.I.I.T.

The Empire Coaches will teach you
everything you need to know and zero

HIIT is one of the classes you will hate to
love and love to hate!
This full-body class is designed to improve
your cardiovascular health and endurance,
sports conditioning and dynamic
movements.
Boasting a myriad of programming styles
like Tabata, EMOM, AMRAPs and
designated work to rest timings and
utilising a wide variety of training styles
and equipment this class will keep you on
your toes and get your heart pounding!

lifting experience is required to participate.
Your coach will take you from never using a
barbell, to being well versed in all primary
Compound lifts with your consistent
attendance.
Each week a particular Lift and accessory
movement is focused on to ensure all Crew
execute the lift safely and alterations to
positioning can be made by your Coach to
improve your lifting capability - who
doesn't want that?!
As this class requires significant support
from Empire Coaches, Technique 101 is
capped at 8 Crew (get in quick though as
this class fills FAST!)

OUR CLASSES
STRONGMAN STRENGTH

FREESTYLE FRIDAY

This class is designed to incorporate

Similar to the style of program for our

Strongman apparatus such as the Yoke,

infamous Maxout Monday, Freestyle Friday

Log, Kegs, Stones + other gnarly

takes on the corssfit styled WOD concept,

equipment.

but breaks into a whole new era of

In these classes you will learn the art of the

performance.

movements required for Strongman as well

With programs that are run at each session

as the strength + conditioning aspects to

time through Friday, Freestyle aims to

perform equipment specific medleys.

finish the week off just as strong as it

The Strongman Strength class

started, by setting a challenge + new pace

compliments all other classes on the

to complete bodyweight exercises to

schedule + rewards those who participate

compliment weighted movements in a

with confidence, strength + a self-respect

nod to the #WOD (aka Workout of the Day)

yet to be replicated by any other style of

community.

training.

PRIMAL

NEXT GEN YOUTH
The Next Gen Youth Classes are designed

Meaningful Movement is the core focus for

for Children between the ages of 10 to 16

the Primal Class at Empire. ZUU is Empire's

specifically, to focus on improving body

primary mobility tool which underpins all

awareness, optimal movement patterns

of Empire's Open Class Schedule.

and enhancing strength using safe,

We focus on controlling our movement,

innovative and engaging Coaching

improving our cardiovascular endurance as

techniques.

well as increasing our strength. Programs

Next Gen Youth Classes will often utilise

such as Super Slows or AMRAPs are

“soft resistance” such as medicine balls,

adopted to allow each individual to

resistance bands etc as well as hard

execute each movement with intent to

weights; light barbells, dumbbells etc

improve mobility and reduce injury.

where safe to do so.

Naturally of course there may well be a fly
in the ointment and your Coach may bust
out a deck of cards (if you don't know - you
soon will!)
Our ability to control our body and move
with meaning translates to a functionally
strong body for Real Life but is also
essential for every other Class on Empire's
schedule.

NEXT GEN
The Next Gen Youth Classes are designed
for Children between the ages of 5 to 10
specifically, to focus on improving body
awareness, optimal movement patterns
and enhancing strength using primarily
bodyweight movement patterns.
A key focus of this Class is to develop a
healthy, future-focused relationship with
movement and “exercise”.

THERE WILL NEVER BE
A PERFECT TIME TO
START.
SO START ANYWAY

WHE N

T HE RE ' S

CHANGE
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CLASS CANCELLATIONS
No-shows and last-minute cancellations

In addition to this Policy, from time-to-time

enormously disadvantage our business,

Open Class or Personal Coaching Sessions

they mean that other Members cannot

may be cancelled by The Empire

book those time slots with us. We kindly

Bodyshop’s nominated Coaches due to

request 24 hours’ notice so that we can

unforeseen personal circumstances, natural

offer that time slot to another Member on

disasters or as a result of events outside of

our waitlist.

our control.

At Empire, our Open Class Schedule is

In these events, The Empire Bodyshop will

designed to promote flexibility for all those

extend any Open Class Pass to ensure

who attend. We understand that

service is rendered and similarly, Personal

unforeseen circumstances arise and you

Coaching Sessions are re-booked or an

are no longer able to attend your class.

alternate Coach delegated (upon
confirmation from Member) at no

An “Early” Cancellation is a cancellation

additional charge to the Member.

more than 1 hour prior to Class
commencement, “Late” Cancellations are
within 20 minutes of Class

CHANGES TO MEMBERSHIP

commencement and will attract the full

+ PAUSES

fee of the Class Pass. Early Cancellations
will have the Class Pass “un-booked” where
you are able to utilise the Pass until the
Pass’s original expiry date.
Please be aware that 1 on 1 Personal
Coaching appointments, will only have
sessions secured upon receipt of full
payment for booking, in advance.

Please refer to your Membership
Agreement for full terms + conditions
where memberships are in place.
At Empire we try to maintain reasonable
flexibility where ever we can, you may
pause your Membership or make an
alteration to your Membership within the
calendar year, subsequent changes
incurring administrative fees (sometimes
what seems the easier task, isn't!).
Please contact
reception@theempirebodyshop.com for
help with your Membership.

WHE N

T HE RE ' S

CHANGE

NO-SHOWS OR
LATE ARRIVALS
A “No-show” is simply when a Member
doesn’t turn up for their appointment.
Please do touch base with the Member by
accessing their direct phone number using
the Empire Booking App to perform a
welfare check.
It is Empire policy that if a Member doesn’t
show up for an appointment without any
notice, that appointment will be forfeited,
and the Member will be charged 100% of
the service.
It’s reasonable that some Members may be
running late due to unforeseen
circumstances, unfortunately their service
may be cut short due to their late arrival.
We encourage our Coaches to be clear with
these expectations right at the beginning
of relationship building with their
Members.
Empire Coaches put in a tremendous
amount of effort into their Members + that
effort must be respected by ways of
commitment + open communication.
If you feel uncomfortable having these
conversations, Empire’s Lead Coach is more
than happy to assist in mentoring you
through these processes.
Your time is valuable.

OF

A

P L ANS

PAYMENTS
The Empire Bodyshop use the Gym Master
Gym Management Software to ensure all
Open Class Bookings and Payments occur
seamlessly as and when required.
All Membership based transactions are run
using Gym Master Gym Management
Software as well as Merchant Account
Ezidebit.
From time to time Empire will use Stripe
for eftpos related payments, however all
transaction fees will be included in the sale
price.
Dishonor fees are something we try to
avoid in all situations as no-one wins!
If for any reason you feel that you cannot
make your membership payment, please
contact
reception@theempirebodyshop.com as
soon as practicable to avoid incurring fees
from $10 per failed transaction up to
$25.00 for reoccurring failed transactions.

THE EMPIRE DIRECTORY
YOUR 1 STOP SHOP

CONTACT
RECEPTION@THEEMPIREBODYSHOP.COM
FOR THE MOST RECENT DIRECTORY COPY

